“Always be like a
captain: on the lookout
for a good deed.”
Vayikra Rabbah 21:5

I

Keith Wasser (right) and his friends in Venice Beach,
California taking some time out to chill.

’ll admit it: I initially signed up for Etgar
36 because some of my friends were
going and because I still did not have any
plans for my fast-approaching summer.

I expected a basic Jewish teen tour. But what I got was

completely the opposite.
In fact, one of the first lessons we learned was that Etgar
36 is not simply a teen tour, but a journey. The difference
here is that a “teen tour” denotes a passive vacation, while a
“journey” means activity, and as I soon discovered, this trip
is anything but passive. When people asked us what teen
tour we were on, we happily informed them that we were

Memorial Quilt in Atlanta to

and history. Needless to say, we received many funny looks.

visiting the Lincoln Memorial in

If there was anything that the trip stressed, it was simply
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From seeing the AIDS

on a cross-country journey learning about politics, activism

Washington D.C., the trip offered some-

that Judaism demands that all Jews must get involved. This

thing for everyone. We met with people and or-

tion of tikkun olam (repairing the world). The compulsion to take

translated into the goal of the journey: to take Jewish teens

ganizations that represented all sides of political

action hit me especially hard.
On many occasions during the trip, I felt proud to be a part

bility in the world. On one occasion we met with a gun-control
advocate whose son was killed in the Columbine shooting. Then
we met with a fervent opponent of strict gun-control laws at, of

and compel us to get involved. We discovered that activism

issues so that we could form our own opinions.

can be as much a part of our Jewish identity as going to

This sparked an urge in all of us to get active in

of something larger than myself. Judaism teaches us that it’s

all places, a firing range. The two individuals could not have had

Shabbat services.

our own communities, following in the tradi-

important to take initiative and to be mindful of our responsi-

more differing viewpoints.
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Meeting with Senator and presidential
hopeful Barak Obama

from my summer experience in my
writing. I learned to consider all

Both provided sound arguments, the guncontrol advocate citing the murder of his

sides of an issue in order

son as a case for stricter policies, while his

to develop well-informed

opponent cited the Constitution and the need

opinions, and these opinions

to protect oneself as reasons for looser poli-

quickly turned into editorials

cies. Like much of our group, I had extreme

for the paper. I wrote about all

difficulty allying myself with one side of the

text with a group of friends who share common

topics ranging from the necess-

argument. Listening to both sides, and later try-

beliefs and values.

ity of state-required drivers’

ing to decide whose argument was more valid

I went on this journey during the summer

education to the cleanliness

made me stop and think for a moment about

between my freshman and sophomore years of

of my high school’s rest-

how I was using my vacation time to grow and

high school, so when I got back, the question

rooms. Some of these articles

stimulate my mind rather than to watch endless

for me was not whether or not to get involved,

attracted attention from both my

re-runs of Seinfeld.

but how I should get involved. My problem was

teachers and peers, and I quickly

that I simply could not decide. I have always

rose through the newspaper ranks.

Learning about gun control is

After only a few months on the

We Brake for Summer
Summer can mean more than scooping ice
cream and wishing it would cool off outside.
Whether you want to give back, discover
Israel, play in a rock band or lobby on Capitol
Hill, there’s something for everyone.
These teens had something to say about a
summer experience that changed their lives.
Read more about programs like these in the
Real Life archives on JVibe.com.
“Being at Summer JAM made me realize
that I am powerful…It has given me
resources, shown me the impact my
actions have on the world, and given me
the chance to meet other teenagers who
care.” –Marley Zeno, Washington, on Panim’s
Summer JAM, a Washington D.C.-based
program which combines community service
and advocacy training. (www.dcjam.org)

not exactly a Jewish activity, but

been interested in the environment, so should

by being exposed to the issues in

I join my school’s chapter of Greenpeace, or

staff, I became a section editor.

this country outside of my own

perhaps the recycling club? On the other hand,

From there, I set my sights on be-

bubble (where what matters is

I have always loved spending time with my Jew-

coming the editor-in-chief. I waited

whether I’m ready for my bio

ish friends, so should I join a local youth group?

patiently for the current editor-in-

exam, or if I’ll ever ask out that

Furthermore, I have always been known to

chief (a senior at the time) to gradu-

cute girl at school), my eyes have

present a good argument, so maybe the debate

ate, eyeing his position enviously. I worked

been opened. And what’s made

team would be a good fit. I was torn between all

fervently to prove what I was capable of doing

this experience that much more

the options. I knew I could not choose just one,

so that when the time came to replace him, I

important and meaningful is that

and yet I knew I did not have enough time for

would be seen as a strong candidate. Ultimately,

I’ve been learning in a Jewish con-

everything.

my hard work paid off, and now in my junior

Etgar 36 teens in San Francisco last
summer

I found my answer in a different activity

“As we drove back from Baltimore, I was
thinking how incredible ArtsFest was.

year, I am co-editor-in-chief.

altogether: writing. When I returned to school

I’m so glad I got to meet so many Jewish
teens from all over the country and the
world who I will be able to stay in touch
with for the rest of my life.” –Sean Ravitz,
Pennsylvania, on the JCC Maccabi ArtsFest,
which connects Jewish teens to professionals
in all areas of the arts to create original
films, music, theater and more.
(www.jccmaccabiartsfest.org)
“Being in a country that feels more like
home than anywhere else with amazing
new friends is an indescribable feeling.
The three weeks I have spent in Israel
have made me feel more connected with
my roots than ever and have enabled
me to see the amazing homeland of the
Jewish people.”–Rachel Goldberg, Missouri,
on BBYO’s Passport to Israel (P2I) program,
a 3-week trip to Israel that includes touring,
outdoor exploration and community service.
(www.passport2israel.org)

I am still aware of the effects of my summer
with Etgar 36 on my day-to-day life. The ideals
that I learned, such as approaching every issue
with an open mind and the importance of hearing both sides of every story, are as applicable
to my life as ever. I would definitely not be in the
position I am in today were it not for my journey
during the summer of 2005.

my sophomore year, I saw a flyer advertising the

At the end of the summer, we saw that our

school newspaper. Not only could I join the staff,

journey was not ending simply because we

but I could even take a newspaper class during

had finished our travels, but rather that a new

the school day. Unenthused at the prospect of

chapter in our lives could now begin. In keeping

taking personal fitness as one my electives, I

up with my friends from that life-changing sum-

quickly switched into the newspaper class.

mer, I am happy to announce that this rings true

I immediately fell in love. Working on the

in every one of our lives. Invariably, each one of

newspaper offered me the opportunity to

us has been proud to get involved in the Jewish

combine writing, which had always been my

tradition of tikkun olam.

passion, with a chance to be involved in all

K e i t h Wa ss e r is from Atlanta, Ga. and is still close with many
of his friends from his trip with Etgar 36.

the groups and organizations that interest me.
Writing allowed me to talk to everyone about

Etgar 36 is an organization based in Atlanta, Ga. that runs teen
trips throughout the year. Learn more about Etgar 36 at etgar.org,
call 404-456-6605, or contact Billy Planer, Executive Director at
etgar36@aol.com.

everything. The hours I put into the newspaper
before, during and after school hardly seemed
like schoolwork to me.
Of course, I used many of the skills I gained
Meeting Representative John Lewis in front of the Capitol
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